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Have you ever admired those successful, confident, motivated, and charismatic people who seem

to have it all? They've climbed the corporate ladder quickly or started a great business. Their love

life is amazing and they have fantastic friends. They've made all the right connections. They've

mastered networking and how to build relationships. They're very persuasive and created significant

influence with people. And...all of this has opened up limitless opportunities for them.What's their

secret? What breakthroughs have they learned that you haven't?They have figured out the biggest

predicator for success is...Social WealthEverything we create in life is with or through other people.

No one goes it alone.We value our experiences and relationships with other people above

everything else.Your legacy comes down to becoming rich in all your relationships.Stuck in your

career? Wishing you could find passionate love in your life? Want to be a top producer in your field?

Having trouble building business relationships and networking? Want to improve your leadership,

social, communication, and emotional skills? Desire to create more meaningful connections with

people in your life? Do you want to have more influence and persuasion? Do you want to be more

vulnerable, authentic, confident and courageous?If you answered "yes" to any of the above

questions...Social Wealth will give you the blueprint and action steps you've been looking for to

achieve the success you desire and deserve.The reality is no one is born with this information and

skills. No one sits you down to explain how it works, and you certainly don't learn this in your

education. These are learned skills and behaviors.By the time you finish this book, you are going to

have a bullet-proof, passion-fueled strategy built on the skills and confidence of learning what others

don't know. You will have the power to define what you want, spot potential obstacles to your

success, and the tools and skills to get exactly what you want.In this how to guide, you'll learn

to:*Create the powerful, life-changing "Social Wealth MindsetÃ¢â€žÂ¢" *Leverage scientifically

proven, field-tested human behavior insights*Master essential social, communication, influencer,

leadership, charisma and emotional skills*Embrace vulnerability, authenticity, generosity and

imperfection to courageously engage with others and create meaningful connections * Create true

belonging and build relationships that matter *Develop a "real world" social media plan to put it all

together for your personal and professional life. You will also get free guide, 15 Social Wealth Tools,

to help you get results quicker.Then it just comes down to a little action, practice, commitment and

patience.Don't waste your time, hard work and money any longer. Learn the path to creating the life

you want on your terms.
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Jason Treu has a fantastic ability to coach people who want to go beyond a normal social life to

creating an extra-ordinary life. I first stumbled upon his event/party hosting methods and social

networking concepts when I was living and teaching English in S. Korea. I arrived there without

knowing anyone or the language and thanks to this book and Jason's amazing advice by the 3th

month I was hosting events with about 100 people and by the 7th month I was hosting charity

events and parties with over 600 people!!! I highly recommend this book and coaching from Jason!!!

The first pages of the book includa link that says you can download more information. Readers

should know it requires your email address and then you get an email with the real link to download.

Although temporarily broken when the author moved websites, it now works (thank you). I have the

page and found it quite useful with several app recommendations for organizating your new social



life--which is exactly what I was wondering how to do. It makes sense not to include in the book due

to the speed of change in technology.As for the book, the first several chapters are pretty much a

sales pitch for importance of social capital and networking, which is odd since I've already bought

the book. I was becoming concerned the book was a bunch of fluff but later chapters are a goldmind

(see below). So I think the point of the early chapters is that change requires a lot of motivation. The

author includes several good motivation techniques. For more, check out another book I like called

"This year I will".Social Wealth is a book full of excellent, actionable, information. Most of it flew by

me listening to the audio. It was when I also bought the Kindle version that the extent of the

information became apparent. (I still recommend audio fo the forst read through--especially the early

motivation chapters). In Kindle, I have highlighted nearly every line of some chapters and turned

them into Kindle flashcards to memorize.

A very COMPREHENSIVE guide book on relationship management. Comprehensive as in the

following ways - covers intrinsic philosophy of social relationships AND very specific and actionable

relationship tactics - covers both personal AND professional relationships - covers a wide topic from

personal grooming, micro-emotion reading, to professional event creation and business lead

generationThat being said, I feel content can be better structured. However, given the amount of

practical advices, this is a 5 star book for me.

When I picked up this book I thought I was simply getting networking advice to help me grow

professionally. I got much more than that. Inside, I found tips for dating, friendship, overcoming

social anxiety, and overall interpersonal communication. Social Wealth has transformed my outlook

on relationships. I plan. To re-read one regularly.

Brief kind of quick fix. Easy short read but there's better out there for sure. I found the stuff about

body language to be interesting from a psychological standpoint?

This book has lots and lots of valuable wisdom, tips, and advice for creating a thriving social life. I

definitely recommend this book.

A delightful easy read, packed with practical ideas. Great for a busy person who wants to hear from

someone with an authentic voice and plenty of experiences to draw upon.
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